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Day 1: Saturday 30th July 
 
We all met at Exeter airport at 11:30 and checked in our bags. Unfortunately we had 
to check in our guitars (which hadn’t been able to fit in the van the night before) 
which cost extra. The plane was delayed due to bad weather so we sat in the 
sunshine eating everyone’s homemade produce. People had made some really good 
stuff so we had a great picnic sat outside the airport. 
 

 
 
Going through security was interesting as Lewis had a spanner, a ratchet set and a 
bottle of shower gel in his hand luggage. After we went through security we still had 
to wait for the delayed plane. As the flight took only half an hour the plane could have 
flown to Jersey, back to Exeter and then back to Jersey in the same time we sat 
around waiting for it.  
 
Upon arrival we piled into 2 rented mini buses driven by Esther & Stu and drove to 
the campsite in Gorey. We met Bob and Joe who had come on the ferry that morning 
with all our kit. They had set up the mess tent and sorted out all the cookers which 
saved us having to do it. All we had to do was put up our own tents and set up our 
chairs in a large circle.  
 
Some of the leaders and the cooking teams for the next few days went to the 
supermarket to buy supplies whilst the rest of us went to the beach for a swim in the 
harbour. The weather was really warm and sunny – hopefully it will stay like it for the 
rest of the week and we won’t get wet with rain like last year. 
 
For tea we had pasta & sauce with peppers and chorizo which was delicious. After 
this we stayed up and talked whilst Lewis and Callum played their ukuleles.  
 
Our first day at camp had been very good. 
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Day 2: Sunday 31st July 
 

Today just after our breakfast 
18 of us headed down to Gorey 
beach while Esther, Bob & Stu 
had a meeting to arrange all our 
activities with the campsite 
people. After a reasonably long 
swim, where much seaweed 
was thrown, Max attempted to 
explain the rules of American 
football. This didn’t work so we 
just played tag rugby.  
 

We headed back to the tents and we all sat around and Bob gave out the t-shirts for 
this year. Lewis had designed them – they have Mr Potato Head on the back and say 
‘Jersey Royals on Tour’. Our names this year are our real names but printed 
backwards. Mine is Gerg. Callum’s is Mullac which I think is the best one. 
 
We all decided to wear our t-shirts 
for the day at the zoo and they 
looked really good. 
We headed to the zoo and it was 
really busy as it had a special 
event on. At the zoo there were 
loads of animals to see but no 
lions, just lots of different 
monkeys. My group decided we’d 
take pictures of random people 
and see how close we could get to 
take the pictures. It was fun. 
 
We came back to camp and sang some songs then went to the beach while the 
cooking group made dinner. For tea we had bangers and mash. There was sooo 
much mash potato it was ridiculous. 
 
Lewis and Callum played ukulele and Martyn played his guitar in the evening and 
before we went to bed we blew up loads of balloons and decorated the mess tent as 
tomorrow is Alice’s birthday. 
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Day 3: Monday 1st August 
 
Today is Alice’s birthday so we all sang happy birthday and had cake for breakfast. 
Because there was no wind we had to change our plans for the day and after 
breakfast we all got in the minibus to go to St Helier to visit a castle. 
 

After a few sing a long’s we arrived 
at the beach where we could see 
Elizabeth Castle out on an island in 
the sea. We were informed that our 
boat/car transport to the castle 
would be a 30 minute wait so after 
hearing this news we decided to 
wait 10 minutes for the tide to go 
out and walk to the castle.  
 
When we arrived at the castle we 
split into small groups and explored 
it. There was a canon display by 
someone dressed up in costume. 

He got everyone to sing to Alice and when he let of the canon everyone cheered for 
Alice’s birthday. 
 
We walked back to St Helier when we’d all finished looking round. Our way back 
along the sea front was ruined by Mullac because he walked into a poor French lady, 
knocking her off her bike. 
 
After lunch we went to a water park for a few hours which was good fun.  
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Day 4: Tuesday 2nd August  
 
Today we woke up and got in the minibus at 9:15.  
 

We travelled to the west of Jersey to visit the World 
War II tunnels built by the Germans. They were used 
as an underground hospital for the Germans who came 
to Jersey because it was near Britain and they wanted 
to conquer it. The tunnels were really interesting but it 
was really cold.  
 
At midday we left to go to the coast to go swimming 
and climbing. We stopped at Corbiere lighthouse for 
lunch. We stopped high up on the cliff at the car park 
over-looking the sea but some of the group decided to 
run all the way down the lighthouse. 
 
After a lunch of baguettes, we drove to the place where 
we were climbing which was right next to a prison! We 
walked down to the cliffs carrying all our equipment 
and it was absolutely boiling hot. ☺ 

 
When we arrived we split into two groups and I was in the swimming group so we 
climbed all the way down to the sea and went swimming to the next bay. At first the 
water was blooming freezing but 
after a while it warmed up. 
Everyone jumped in without a 
fuss except for Emily because 
she is a wimp.  Emily kept 
screaming because there was too 
much seaweed hehe!  
 
Then it was our turn to go 
climbing and it was REALLY hot. 
The climbs were really hard but it 
was tres fun. ☺ I got jelly arms. � 
 
On the way back to the campsite Stu bought us all ice creams mmmmmm. 
 
Tea tonight was spaghetti bolognaise followed by cheese and biscuits. Callum and 
Lewis decided to have a 3rd v 5th cracker eating competition. They had a race to see 
who could eat 5 crackers in the quickest time. Lewis won. 5th are still the best. 
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Day 5: Wednesday 3rd August – A Donkeys Tale 
 
And thus the sun crept over the horizon on the third of the eighth month, a day that 
set out to be like any other. How wrong I was, for destiny had chosen this day and 
branded it with the mark of epicosity (yes epicosity is a word). 
 
My eyes opened to both cries of pain and chants of encouragement. The 
investigation launched to enquire 
as to the source of the 
phenomenon uncovered an epic 
struggle of monumental 
proportions between the forces of 
good, to whom we know as 3rd 
Exmouth and the horde of evil, 
only spoken of as 5th scum. Callum 
the angel of light had challenged 
the harbinger of darkness Lewis to 
a duel of the Weetabix across the 
great plains of Jersey. Darkness 
however prevailed after proving 
too powerful for the valiant efforts 
of Sir Callum. The dark Lord Siwel 
had called forth sorcery of the darkest arts to devour twenty four Weetabix, beating 
the honourable twenty two and a half of Sir Callum. Darkness may have may have 
won the battle but good shall prove victorious in the days of eternity. 
 
In the aftermath we boarded the chariot of many seats, which carried us to our swift 
mounts of steel which would carry us across the land braving many perils, saving 

many maidens and slaying many ice 
creams. We travelled for many miles 
across the front where sea and land wage 
constant battle, facing many narrow 
escapes. Lord Tom of Poshington found 
himself thrown from his noble steed upon 
the burning ground avoiding an innocent 
by mere inches. A selfless act indeed for 
no harm came upon the helpless villager. 
And thus we ventured onwards, continuing 
our quest for frozen delicacies. 
 

Upon our arrival we sought out a local so that we could barter for his iced creams, 
before remounting our steeds and journeying on. The sun drew quickly over the land 
reaching its peak so we dined modestly on the nourishments from our pack. 
 
Soon after our party divided, half setting out in exploration through the mountains 
high and wide. The other half travelled south to investigate some caverns of old, 
where legend spoke of a great demon which fed on the desires of mortals. The fool 
of the party, Henry the Mocked was tempted by the demons offer of poisons of the 
body and filth of the mind, but the honour of his companions brought him back to the 
path of righteousness. 
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Upon return to our voyage, disaster befell two 
members of our company. Sir Stephen of O 
momentarily lost control of his steed, and was 
thrown mercilessly to ground, wounding the 
knight grievously. Without hesitation Sir 
Donkey, the guardian of life leapt to the aid of 
Sir Stephen. A sudden fog descended 
through which crawled the reaper of death 
himself. His white skeletal hand withdrew 
from his black cloak, beckoning towards Sir 
Stephen. The guardian of life stood his 
ground bravely as death charged his way. The two did battle fiercely in the epic 
struggle between life and death. The brave knight emerged the victor, vanquishing 
death where he stood, saving the life of Sir Stephen.  
 
In the commotion the steed of maid Meghanen had become spooked and fled down 
into a crevasse leaving the fair maid prostrate upon the ground. Alice, Empress of 
Coppinhouse dove from the precipice into the crevasse risking life and limb to rescue 
the steed. Leading the steed to safety the Empress calmed it and returned it to the 
maiden. All the while Lord Tom of Poshington rallied a group of passing peasants to 
save the crippled maiden. But despite these valiant efforts it seemed like all hope 
was lost for the poor maiden as her wounds would prove fatal. The Empress set in 
search of a shaman to contact the ethereal spirits so that they might bring forth a 
chariot of healing. Fortunately Wizlon the Wizard and Baldrick the Brave were close 
at hand, and rushed quickly to assist the guardian and the omniscient Empress in the 
transporting the wounded knight and maiden to a local spring, renowned for its 
healing waters. A stunning sister used the waters to close their wounds and 
regenerate their fortitude. 
 

In return for the transportation of the 
wounded to the realm of the living the wise 
witch Esther the overlord demanded the 
completion of a task to repay the debt. She 
spoke of treasure hidden high in the canopy 
of an elder redwood. The quest fell to none 
other than Alice of Coppinhouse, the finest 
climber in all the land, whom scaled the 
towering redwood with unrivalled grace and 
speed. None the less the elder tree reached 
high beyond the point of vision, its great 
limbs caressing the clouds as they drifted 

by. The ascension took day and night until finally Alice found the cache of riches. 
With the wounded healed and the cache found peace was restored in all the land  
 
Victorious and triumphant in their ventures the heroes returned to the camp and 
feasted that eve on exotic wonders from lands afar, whilst the great bards Callum 
and Lewis played a feast for the ears on their masterfully crafted device known in the 
common tongue as a ukulele. And thus ends the tale. Needless to say the heroes 
lived happily ever after............ 
 
Except for lord Tom of Poshington who contracted bubonic plague 2 days later, 
losing all of his hair 
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Day 6: Thursday 4th August - C-3PO’s Crippled Story 
 
As you’ve probably heard, yesterday I came off my bike and hurt my hands and 
knees so this will be shorter and not as exciting as Donkeys epic tale.  
 
Last night I got to sleep in a proper bed in one of the rooms in the hostel. Having 
spent the evening at the hospital and having my knees bandaged we decided I 
wouldn’t be able to bend down to get into my tent. 

 
When we woke up in the morning it was 
raining so we had quite a relaxed morning 
and just sat in the mess tent chatting. We 
left the camp site just before lunchtime 
and everyone except Esther, Steve-O and 
I went coasteering whilst we watched and 
laughed as they struggled into tight, soggy 
wetsuits in the rain. Apparently there were 
lots of massive jumps up to 9m high. 
When the first group had come back from 
coasteering I went with them to St Helier 
beach to go blo-carting. At this point I was 

very annoyed that I couldn’t take part so I decided that I would have a go. 
 
We got into groups and the first people got into the karts. It was amazing fun; it was 
really fast once you caught the wind. Lots of 
people tipped the karts and Sophie managed 
to do so 7 times! After blo-karting we headed 
back to the camp site but because Nick got us 
lost in the minibus on the way we had to 
shower and change very quickly to go out for 
dinner. After a bit of chaos about who ordered 
what meals, we walked down to the restaurant 
for dinner.  Everyone thought that the food was 
very good, especially the seafood skewer.  
 
Afterwards we walked back to the campsite and after a few songs not around a 
campfire we finally went to bed where we all slept very well, especially Alice and I 
who were inside for the night again in a hostel room. 
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Day 7: Friday 5th August 
 
After waking up and having eggy bread for breakfast, we piled into the minibus to go 
kayaking and sailing. 
  
We kayaked around the bay and saw a £70 million house owned by an ex-SAS man. 
We also visited the tomb of a sailor 
that died of scurvy which was on a 
small island out in the bay. While we 
were kayaking some people went to 
the local sailing club to go sailing and 
others stayed on the beach to play 
games and swim.  
 
Max has to go home today as he has 
a wedding tomorrow so we all 
dropped him at the airport to say 
goodbye which was a loud affair in 
the drop off zone. 
 
After this we had a 2 hour stop in St Helier to see the town and I had my hair cut for 
the first time in 9 months. Everyone said that I looked much better with short hair. We 
then went for a quick trip to the supermarket to gather ingredients for tea, which was 
stir-fry. A glow stick war followed tea, which left 4 sticks in a tree by the campsite.  
 
Some of us slept outside which was very cold. 
 

Day 8: Saturday 6th August 
 
Today we are leaving from camp. �  
Unfortunately it was raining a little so we had to pack everything away wet. 

 
On the way to the airport we stopped 
at Gorey so we could all walk to the 
end of the pier. We saw a sign that 
said ‘no swimming in the docks’ – it 
was a bit late we all went in on 
Sunday! 
 
We then headed on to the airport 
ready for our flight and to drop off the 
minibuses.  
We all had lunch while we were 
waiting for the plane but they called 
our flight so we had to rush to the 

boarding gate and we managed to lose Greg on the way, he wasn’t very pleased. 
 
Summer camp has been brilliant this year and I’ve really enjoyed it. 


